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Marked Jar Handles  
from Tel Miqne–Ekron

david ben-shloMo

sMithsonian institUtion

Introduction
Today, it is almost universally agreed that the Iron Age I material culture in Phi-

listia ref lects the arrival of  immigrants from the west, probably from the Aegean and/
or Cyprus. Thus, for many decades scholars have been searching, largely in vain, for 
clear evidence of  Aegean or Cypriot script or related recording systems in the material 
culture of  Philistia.

The question of  the language and scripts of  the early Philistines has been raised 
several times in the past (e.g., Stieglitz 1977; Dothan 1982: 22–23; Singer 1983: 26; 
Singer 1994: 332–37; Dothan and Dothan 1992: 153, 167; Yasur-Landau 2002: 231–
34, 413; Cross and Stager 2006; Ben-Shlomo 2006a). 1 Yet this topic remains enigmatic 
and highly speculative.

One of  the artifact groups that has received less attention but may shed light on 
this problematic issue is pottery vessels with incised and impressed marks. These marks 
are especially common on storage-jar handles from the early Iron Age on in Philistia.

Jar handles and other pottery vessels with marks or various signs first appear in 
several centers in the eastern Mediterranean during the second half  of  the 2nd mil-
lennium b.c.e. In particular, the marks on commercial storage jars or amphorae (the 
“Canaanite jars” or other jar types derived from this form) are quite common. These 
marks may relate to various aspects of  administration, especially in regard to commod-
ity distribution and redistribution.

1.

Author’s note: I wish to thank the excavators of  Tel Miqne–Ekron, Trude Dothan and Seymour 
Gitin, for allowing me to study the marked jar handles from Tel Miqne and for their continuous and 
full support. I thank Nicolle Hirschfeld for sharing some of  her substantial knowledge on this subject 
with me. The Tel Miqne objects were drawn by Marina Zeltzer, and the items from Ashdod are 
reproduced courtesy of  the IAA.

 Clay tablets from Tell Deir ʿAllā have also been noted as possibly carrying an Aegean script 
(Franken 1964; Singer 1994: 334–35).

Offprint from:
Material Culture Matters: Essays on the Archaeology of the
Southern Levant in Honor of Seymour Gitin, 
edited by John R. Spencer, Robert A. Mullins, and Aaron J. Brody
©  Copyright 2014 Eisenbrauns. All rights reserved. 
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The marks themselves are often quite simple, but in certain cases they are more 
complex and may even be evidence of  a more formal script. The marks may have 
indicated the quantity or nature of  the vessel’s contents, its origin, ownership, or 
destination; or they may have had other unknown meanings. In any case, these marks 
probably ref lect a rudimentary type of  administration and/or recording system. If  in-
deed an actual script was used, it may be possible also to assess the “ethnic” aspects of  
the people marking and using the storage vessels. Indeed, a study of  several marked 
jar handles from Philistine Ashkelon has suggested that they bear Cypro-Minoan signs 
(Cross and Stager 2006). Few early Iron Age handles with various types of  incised 
marks from Tel Miqne–Ekron, Ashdod, Tell Qasile, Tel Batash, and other sites in the 
southern Levant have been published to date (see below). At Philistine Tel Miqne–
Ekron, a large assemblage of  handles with such incised marks (including 213 marked 
handles, mostly dated to the Late Bronze II [henceforth, LB II] and Iron Age) has not 
yet been studied (except for 3 from Field INE, Ben-Shlomo 2006b: cat. nos. 2–4), nor 
has the phenomenon as a whole been examined. These marks seem to be less common 
in LB II contexts and at sites outside Philistia during Iron Age I. However, this impres-
sion needs to be substantiated by more comprehensive research.

Moreover, while Canaanite commercial jars or amphorae of  the period have been 
subjected to petrographic and chemical analyses to determine provenance (e.g., Su-
german 2000; Serpico et al. 2003; Smith et al. 2004), jars with marked handles have 
not been a focus of  these studies, except for the above-mentioned study of  marked 
handles from Ashkelon (Cross and Stager 2006) and a single example from Aphek 
(Yasur-Landau and Goren 2004). These analyses indicated that some of  these jars were 
made in the Levant while others were made in Cyprus. Nicolle Hirschfeld (1993; 
2002) has studied such incised marks (mostly made after firing) in several locations 
throughout the eastern Mediterranean and has suggested that in most cases they relate 
to a system of  tracking vessels and their contents. Yet, here again, this issue was not 
researched further (for example, by employing provenance analysis). In this paper, by 
means of  a short survey of  the published and unpublished material from Tel Miqne–
Ekron and other sites in Philistia and the southern Levant, I aim to shed more light 
on the issue of  marked handles with regard to Philistine material culture. It should be 
noted that the results presented here are preliminary and that a larger study on this 
subject is still in progress.

The Assemblage of Marked Handles  
from Tel Miqne–Ekron and Other Regional Sites

The marks on pottery vessels in general and on storage jar handles in particular can 
be divided into three categories:

A. Marks made before firing, possibly by the potters, are often interpreted as “potter’s 
marks.” Such signs may have been used to identify the different potters’ 
vessels in the kiln. The marks include both incisions and impressions 
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made with a finger, instrument, or a stamp seal. However, in contrast to 
their traditional interpretation, a larger-scale/more-centralized adminis-
trative activity may be ref lected by these marks, as seen in the case of  the 
LMLK jars of  the late Iron Age II.

B. Marks incised on the surface of the pot/handle after it was fired. These marks 
could have been made by the potters themselves or by people handling, 
filling, shipping, storing, or consuming the contents of  the jars. They 
could also have been made after the vessel went out of  use or even after 
it was broken. These are commonly seen as evidence of  a recording 
system.

C. Marks painted on the vessels’ handles either before or after firing. Such 
marks are generally treated as part of  the decoration of  the vessel. This 
category will not be discussed further here.

It should be noted, however, that in some cases it can be difficult to distinguish visually 
between incised marks made before and after firing, especially if  the latter are rather 
shallow. This characteristic of  the incised marks may be related to the type of  instru-
ment used to make the incision (whether stone, metal, or other). An experimental 
study on this issue may help us better characterize the ancient marks.

Aside from the type of  marks, various aspects of  the mark itself  can be indicative 
of  the cultural background of  the makers. These could include the shape of  the mark, 
its angle or orientation in relation to the vessel, and its location on the body or handle.

Moreover, one should take into account the specific type of  vessel on which the 
mark appears. Most vessels discussed here are storage jars, but similar marks also ap-
pear on cooking pots, kraters, jugs, and other types of  vessels. In certain cases, marked 
handles can be too fragmentary to identify the type of  vessel. For example, while it 
may be clear that they are jar handles, it can be difficult to ascertain which type of  jar.

Altogether at least 213 marked pottery vessels were found at Tel Miqne–Ekron. 
These have been preliminarily studied and classified by type of  mark and context 
(table 1; see a small selection in fig. 1). It seems that the majority (about 200 items) are 
storage jar handles. In a group of  126 marked handles, over 60% of  them are incised, 
with the incisions made mostly after firing. Indeed, 104 were incised after firing and 16 
to 22 before firing. Of  the remaining 40% (77 examples), most were jar handles that 
had been impressed before firing, probably by a finger.

The majority of  incised handles come from Iron Age I levels (Strata VII–IV, 70% 
of  the stratified examples). The peak time of  their appearance seems to have been 
during the latter part of  Iron Age I (Stratum V, the 11th century b.c.e.). Around 11 
marked handles appear in Strata VII–VI, doubling to 20–26 in Strata V–IV. This trend 
may be due in part to the larger exposure of  Strata V–IV at the site. The quantities of  
finger-impressed handles from Strata VI, V, and IV are roughly similar.

The incised signs are of  variable forms. A large number (38%) are generalized 
“x” signs (fig. 1:1–2 and “Description” on facing page). When the mark was aligned 
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with the direction of  the handle, it was designated with a “+” sign (fig. 1:2, which 
comprised the majority). When incised at any other angle, it was regarded as an “x” 
sign (fig. 1:1).

Various combinations consist of  mostly horizontal parallel lines ranging in number 
from 1 to 4 (Miqne Obj. no. 6045; fig. 1:3, 2 lines; fig. 1:4, 3 lines), as well as verti-
cal and diagonal lines (fig. 1:5). Plus (“+”) signs with additional related lines, above 

Table 1. Marked Handles from Tel Miqne–Ekron

Marking Type
MB–LB  

(Strata XI–VIII)
Stratum 

VII
Stratum 

VI
Stratum 

V
Stratum 

IV
Total  
Iron I Iron II

Unstrat-
ified Total

Incised (total) 8 11 9 26 20 66 28 24 126
X sign 1 1 2 3 0 7 5 3 16
+ sign 1 4 5 6 7 23 5 3 32
V sign 0 1 0 1 2 4 0 0 4
Horizontal lines 3 2 1 6 4 13 12 0 28
Vertical lines 1 0 0 3 1 4 2 0 7
Other lines 2 2 1 1 4 1 3 10
Complex signs 0 0 0 2 3 5 3 3 11
Other 0 1 4 5 2 6 18
Finger-impressed (total) 0 2 13 15 20 50 12 15 77
Other handles—not jars 0 2 1 1 2 6 6 3 (15)
Other marked fragments 0 1 0 2 1 4 4 2 (10)
Total 8 14 22 43 41 120 44 41 213

Description of Marks Appearing in Figure 1

No. Site Description
Miqne Obj. No. / 

Publication Stratum Notes
 1 Miqne Jar handle with mark incised after firing #400 (Field INE) VA
 2 Miqne Jar handle with mark incised after firing #6801 (Field IVNW) VC
 3 Miqne Jar handle with mark incised after firing #5121 (Field IVNW) VB
 4 Miqne Jar handle with mark incised after firing #58 (Field INE) VII
 5 Miqne Jar handle with mark incised after firing #6408 (Field IVNW) VIIA
 6 Miqne Jar handle with mark incised after firing #6486 (Field IVNW) VIIB
 7 Ashdod Jar handle with mark incised after firing Dothan 1971: fig. 84:14 XII
 8 Ashdod Jar handle with mark incised after firing Dothan and Ben-

Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.60:7
XI

 9 Miqne Jar handle with mark incised after firing #697 (Field INE) VB On right— 
enhancement 
of  lines

10 Miqne Jar handle with finger impression #6479 (Field INW) IVA
11 Ashdod Jar handle with finger impression and 

mark incised after firing
Dothan and Ben-
Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.60:1

XI
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or within (Miqne Obj. no. 6487) also appear. These more-common marks appear in 
the various LB II and Iron I strata, constituting 35.7% of  the total. Four Iron Age I 
examples have “v” signs at various angles (fig. 1:6), while 18 have other, very frag-
mentary or unidentifiable signs. Altogether 11 examples have more complex signs (5 
from Strata V–IV and 3 from Iron II strata). These include a “net” pattern (fig. 1:9), 
or combinations of  “x” signs and horizontal and other lines (fig. 1:7–8 from Ashdod).

As noted, most of  the finger-impressed handles from Miqne were also found in 
Iron Age I (fig. 1:10; 80.6% of  the stratified examples; there are hardly any in the early 
Iron Age I Stratum VII and none in LB II strata, IX–VIII). One additional example 

Fig. 1. Marked jar handles from Tel Miqne–Ekron and Ashdod (see table 1); not to scale.
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is of  a cooking jug with a finger impression close to the rim (Obj. no. 5826). One 
example from Stratum V has both a finger impression and an “x” incised mark (Miqne 
Obj. nos. 1126, 6464; see fig. 1:11 from Ashdod).

Eighteen incised jar handles were published from Ashkelon together with an in-
scription on an ostracon (Cross and Stager 2006). The marks on the handles as well as 
the inscription have been interpreted by the authors as representing Cypro-Minoan 
script and as evidence for its use for administration by the Philistines (Cross and Stager 
2006: 150).

It should be noted that the 2006 article by Cross and Stager discusses both Bronze 
and Iron Age incised handles: 6 of  the handles come from clear Middle–Late Bronze 
Age levels (Cross and Stager 2006: handle nos. 2, 4, 7, 8, 12, and 17); 1 is from a 
LB II–Iron I level (handle no. 11); and 1 is quite clearly a Late Bronze Age stirrup jar 
import (probably Minoan, handle no. 18, Cross and Stager 2006: 150, fig. 22). Nine 
come from Iron Age I levels (handle nos. 1, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16), and 1 is from 
a Late Iron II stratum (handle no. 3).

The signs appearing on the handles include: the “+” / “x” sign (LB II: handle 12; 
Iron  I: handle nos. 13–14); 2 horizontal lines (LB  II: handle 17; Iron II: handle 
nos. 9, 15–16); 2 horizontal and 1 diagonal line (handle no. 1); the “sand dial” (or 
“x” between horizontal lines) and 2 lines below (handle no. 11); and 5 horizontal and 
1 vertical line (handle no. 10).

More complex signs on the Ashkelon handles include a vertical line intersected by 
3 shorter horizontal lines (handle no. 2, from an LB II context; also a similar sign on 
Minoan handle no. 18), a “+” in a square (handle no. 3 from Iron II; possibly similar is 
handle no. 4 from an LB II context), a polygon (partial, handle no. 6), a triangle with 
a vertical line intersecting (handle no. 7 from LB II), a “+” in a rectangle topped by 
two triangles (handle no. 8 from MB II), and a handle combining a partial rectangle 
and some impression (handle no. 5, possibly a seal impression). Notably, most of  the 
more complex signs do not appear at Tel Miqne.

A short survey of  further parallels for some of  the more common marks appearing 
on vessels at Tel Miqne–Ekron will follow. This is only a preliminary inventory, with 
an emphasis on Philistia and southern Israel, and is by no means an exhaustive list of  
parallels. Incised handles, especially with simple signs, appear in various quantities in 
Late Bronze and Iron Age levels of  Levantine sites in southern Israel, as well as in other 
regions.

In most LB–Iron Age sites in Philistia, the “+” sign is the most common one in-
cised on jar handles. Some examples include:

LB II: Ashdod, Area B, Stratum 2 (Dothan 1971: pl. 33:7); Tel Batash, Stra-
tum IX (Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: pl. 18:10).

Iron I: Ashdod, Strata XIV/XIII (Dothan and Freedman 1967: fig. 25:7), 
Ashdod, Stratum XII (Dothan and Porath 1993: fig. 35:9, 12); Ashdod, 
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Stratum XI, (Dothan and Ben-Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.60:5–6); and Tell Qa-
sile, Stratum X (Mazar 1985: figs. 48:9, 50:14).

Iron II: Ashdod, Stratum VIIIB (Dothan 1971: fig. 48:7); Batash, Stratum 
IVB (Mazar and Panitz-Cohen 2001: pl. 1:22); Batash, Stratum III, (Mazar 
and Panitz-Cohen 2001: pls. 93:18, 95:3), and Tel Mor (Hirschfeld 2007: 
fig. 6.1:6–12).

Another variant is the “+” and line below, from the LB II at Tel Batash, Stratum VIII 
(Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: pl. 26:3). The “X” sign is also common, appear-
ing for example at LB II Tel Batash, Stratum VIII (Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: 
pl. 36:1–2); Iron Age I Ashdod, Stratum XI (fig. 1:11) (Dothan and Ben-Shlomo 
2005: fig. 3.60:4, with an “x” and a finger impression; also, Dothan and Freedman 
1967: fig. 35:7); and Tel Mor (Hirschfeld 2007: fig. 6.1:3–5). 2

Two parallel horizontal lines (fig. 1:3) appear on several occasions in the Iron I: 
Ashdod, Stratum XIII (Dothan and Ben-Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.6:17); Ashdod, Stratum 
XII (Dothan and Ben-Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.31:17); Ashdod, XI (Dothan and Ben-
Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.60:1, also with finger impression); and Tel Mor (Hirschfeld 2007: 
fig. 6.1:8). Four horizontal lines appear from the LB II at Batash, on a jug, Stratum 
VIII (Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: pl. 26:5); and Iron I: Ashdod, Stratum XII (Do-
than and Porath 1993: fig. 39:12).

Other rather simple signs combining various straight lines include two vertical 
lines and intersecting diagonal (Tel Miqne: see fig. 1:5, Ashdod, Stratum XIII, Dothan 
and Ben-Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.6:16); two vertical lines and one horizontal line (Batash, 
Iron II, Stratum III, Mazar and Panitz-Cohen 2001: pl. 88:4); two horizontal lines and 
one intersecting vertical line (Miqne, Stratum V, Obj. no. 4286; Batash, LB II, Stratum 
VIII, Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: pl. 22:7); two diagonal lines and one intersecting 
line (Batash, LB II, Stratum VIII, Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: pl. 22:5), and a “+” 
sign and one horizontal line (Ashdod, Area C, Dothan and Freedman 1967: fig. 35:8).

Another sign occurring during both the LB II and the Iron Age in Philistia is 
an “x” between horizontal lines or the “sun-dial” motif  (fig. 1:7). Examples include 
LB II: Batash, Stratum VIII (Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: pl. 22:6, 8); Iron I: Ash-
dod, Stratum XII (Dothan 1971: fig. 84:14); Batash, Stratum V–IV (Panitz-Cohen and 
Mazar 2006: pl. 71:12, 22); and Iron II: Batash, Stratum II (Mazar and Panitz-Cohen 
2001: pl. 95:4).

Rarer signs are a square with an “x” inside (fig. 1:8, Ashdod, Stratum XI, Dothan 
and Ben-Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.60:7), a square (Tel Mor, Hirschfeld 2007: fig. 6.1, on 
a jug) and a “psi” or trident-like sign (Ashdod, Area C, Dothan and Freedman 1967: 
fig. 35:6); also a horizontal “psi-like” sign (Batash, Post Stratum V, Panitz-Cohen and 

2. See also, e.g., an Iron Age II cooking pot from Batash, Stratum II (Mazar and Panitz-Cohen 
2001: pl. 65:9).
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Mazar 2006: pl. 69:15). Apparently, most signs appear in both the Late Bronze and 
Iron Age.

Handles, especially of  jars marked after firing, with the same signs discussed above 
are also found at various sites in northern Israel, often during the Iron Age. These are 
typically represented in smaller numbers than in Philistia. A preliminary account shows 
that several examples come from Iron Age Megiddo, including simpler signs from the 
Iron I (Arie 2006: “x” sign, figs. 13.55:1, 13.67:3, 13.69:5 Level K-4; other signs, 
Level K-4, fig. 13.61:3, 9).

Handles with a finger impression together with simple incised marks come from 
Iron Age II, Megiddo, Strata III–V (Lamon and Shipton 1939: “x” signs, pls. 41:21, 
42:38, 52; “+” sign, pls. 41:3,12–14, 42:53, 57; “v” sign, pl. 42:59; horizontal lines, 
pl. 41:6, 16, 21). More-complex signs come from the Iron II, Megiddo, Strata IV–V 
(Lamon and Shipton 1939: pls. 41:5, 17, 19, 23; 42:28, 55). At Hazor, an incised 
“x” as well as other signs appear in Area B (Iron Age I–II) (e.g., Yadin et al. 1958: 
pl. 84:12–24; finger-impressed handle, pl. 84:7–10). Three horizontal and two vertical 
lines in “tic-tac-toe” pattern appear in Beth Shean, Stratum S-3a, 12th century b.c.e. 
(Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2009: pl. 51:11).

Jar handles with finger impressions appear in Late Bronze, Iron Age I, and II. 
These include, for example, LB  II: Ashdod, Stratum XV (Dothan and Freedman 
1967: fig. 18:10); Tel Batash, Stratum VII (Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: pl. 29:5); 
Iron I: Tel Miqne, Stratum VI (see table 1; see also Ben-Shlomo 2006b: 190, cat. 
no. 4); Ashdod, Stratum XIII (Dothan and Ben-Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.6:18–1); Ashdod, 
Stratum XI (Dothan and Ben-Shlomo 2005: fig. 3.60:2, double finger-impressed); and 
Batash Stratum V (Panitz-Cohen and Mazar 2006: pls. 76:9, 79:5). Other examples 
from southern Israel come from Khirbet Qeiyafa, the Iron IIA, with more than 70 
examples through the 2008 season (Garfinkel and Kang 2009: 137, figs. 6.24:16–20, 
6.36–6.39; several of  the examples have two or three impressions on the handle).

Examples from northern sites come from Megiddo, Iron II, Strata III–V (Lamon 
and Shipton 1939, one impression: pls. 41:22, 24, 25; 42:30, 35, 50; two or three 
impressions: pls. 41:26–27; 42:31–34, 36–41, 44–48; finger-impressed and incised: 
pls. 41:21; 42:38, 52); Iron I, Level K-4 (Arie 2006: fig. 13.62:5; one to three im-
pressions, figs. 13.62:5–7, 13.65:6; three impressions, fig. 13.70:4). Others come 
from Hazor (e.g., Yadin et al. 1958: pl. 84:7–10) and Yoqneʿam (Ben-Tor et al. 2005: 
309–12, fig. 2.36, finger impressions, reed impressions, and incisions); Iron I, Stratum 
XVII–XVI (Ben-Tor et al. 2005: fig. 1.10:1, three impressions; fig. 1.15.5, finger im-
pression on two handles; figs. 1.16:8, 1.27:8, finger impression on bottom and “x”); 
and Iron II, Stratum XIV (Ben-Tor et al. 2005: figs. 1.47:12–14), Stratum XV (Ben-
Tor et al. 2005: figs. 1.54:7, 1.55:23–24, 1.61:21, 1.69:9).

Finger marks made when the clay is still wet can be interpreted as potter’s marks, 
as phenomena that are related to some technical aspect of  the pottery manufacture 
such as examining the hardness or quality of  the clay, or as caused by the pressure used 
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when attaching the handle to the vessel. However, the fact that almost all of  these 
marks are specifically made on the upper part of  the jar handles where they are more 
visible (and sometimes include more than one impression) may indicate another mean-
ing for these marks. Such marks were probably intentionally made to be seen on the 
storage jars during transport, enabling one to relate to the contents of  the vessels, their 
capacity, and the source or destination (similar to more sophisticated marks). Possibly 
these finger-marked handles represent a simple, local system of  vessel marking and ad-
ministration, as was suggested in the case of  the early Iron Age IIA handles from Khir-
bet Qeiyafa (Kang and Garfinkel 2009: 144). As the excavators suggest, this system may 
have inf luenced the administrative system developed in Judah in some way, as attested 
by the stamped LMLK jars from about 300 years later.

Although finger-impressed jar handles also appear in Philistia, at least during Iron 
Age I, handles with incised marks are more common. This may ref lect different admin-
istrative systems or techniques between Philistia and Judah (this question calls for further 
research). Note also that there are hardly any markings at the northern site of  Rosh Zayit, 
possibly a Phoenician Iron Age IIA outpost (Gal and Alexandre 2000). Perhaps this re-
cording system was not used in this region. Other possibilities are that the marks were 
made only later, after the jars were distributed; or they were made just before sending 
them out, and therefore they were not preserved in the storage area of  Rosh Zayit.

Other marked vessels from the Iron Age that can be noted are late Iron Age pithoi 
from Tel ʿIra, with various markings on their bodies (Kletter 1999, mostly pre-fired 
and including some Hebrew letters). Another well-known phenomenon is the marked 
handles (see Maeir 2010; Shai et al. forthcoming) or rims of  Iron Age II cooking 
pots, as at Ashdod, Stratum VIIIB (Dothan 1971: fig. 46:8); Dor (Sharon et al. 1987); 
and Yoqneʿam (Ben-Tor et al. 2005: 283–93, figs. 1.39:6; 1.44:10; 1.46:1–3, 12–13; 
1.58:3; 1.61:11, with detailed discussion). These markings may ref lect functions other 
than the marks on storage jar handles. In addition, they are not very common during 
the LB II and Iron Age I in Philistia. Therefore, they may represent a separate phe-
nomenon and have not been included in this study.

Petrographic Analysis

Another aspect of  this study is the petrographic analysis of  marked jar handles. 
This analysis may indicate where the jars were made but not necessarily where they 
were incised or marked after their firing. The production locations of  the marked 
jars may indicate whether the system of  marking related only to local transport and 
consumption of  commodities or to a larger scale of  trade. If  this system was related to 
an Aegean tradition brought by the Philistines, we would expect that most of  the jars 
that were incised before firing were locally made, in Philistia, while the jars that were 
incised after firing may have had various origins (because they could have been incised 
in Philistia after their arrival there).
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Preliminary results of  the petrographic analysis of  several jar handles from Ash-
kelon (carried out by D. Master) that were incised after firing indicate that the jars came 
from several regions. While the Late Bronze Age II sampled handles were made in 
Cyprus/northwest Syria (Cross and Stager 2006), most of  the Iron Age I jars analyzed 
were found to come from Phoenicia or from the region of  Dor; only one example was 
made locally in Ashkelon.

The majority of  finger-impressed handles from early Iron Age IIA Khirbet Qei-
yafa analyzed by petrography (Ben-Shlomo 2009: 165) were made of  clay similar to 
that which is local to the site (15 of  20 samples). Two or three examples were made of  
a different soil that is more typical of  the southern Shephelah or the coastal plain. One 
handle with a finger impression may have been made in the coastal plain region to the 
west. Thus, most of  the impressions on the jars at Qeiyafa were either made at the site, 
in its vicinity, or in neighboring regions.

As a followup to the Ashkelon results, analysis of  20 marked handles from Tel 
Miqne–Ekron was carried out with the preliminary results described below. 3 These 
include 3 examples from LB II (Stratum VIII), 16 from Iron Age I (Strata VII–IV) 
and one from Iron Age IIC (Stratum IC); 18 are incised and 2 have finger impressions.

Samples were obtained by standard thin sectioning of  the pottery sherds and were 
then examined through a petrographic polarizing microscope (see detailed description 
in Ben-Shlomo 2009: 161). The samples were divided into “petrographic groups” (the 
numbering is arbitrary) according to the characteristics of  the matrix (clay background, 
plastic inclusions) and inclusions (temper and nonplastic components). The petro-
graphic results indicate that most, if  not all, of  these vessels were made in southern 
Israel, i.e., the southern coastal plain or the Shephelah. However, several petrographic 
groups indicate that these jars were made in at least three different locations.

Two of  the samples are made of  “brown soil” clay probably derived from the 
southern coastal plain (Group 1: see Ben-Shlomo 2006c: 167; Ben-Shlomo et al. 2009: 
2267–68), 8 are of  calcareous clay, probably derived from the dark rendzina soils typi-
cal of  the Tel Miqne–Ekron area and the Shephelah (Group 2: see, e.g., Goren et al. 
2004: 281–82; Goren and Halperin 2004: 2554; Ben-Shlomo 2006c: 172, Group C), 
while 6 or 7 are made of  loess type soils (Group 3: see, e.g., Master 2003; Ben-Shlomo 
2006c: 169–71; Ben-Shlomo et al. 2009: 2268–69), more typical of  the southern 
Shephelah and southern coastal plain. Three examples are made of  different fabrics 
that may come from locations that are not yet determined, possibly from the northern 
Levantine coast. The handles deriving from LB II contexts are from the same source. 
Generally, the incised handles show quite variable sourcing, although not from distant 
regions. This very preliminary result seems to be quite different from the picture in 
contemporary Ashkelon, where the vessels have variable sources, including examples 

3. This analysis is aimed to be part of  a wider and more comprehensive archaeological and 
petrographic study of  marked handles of  storage jars from the late-second-millennium eastern 
Mediterranean.
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that were imported from either Phoenicia or Cyprus; however, both sampled assem-
blages are relatively small.

Discussion: Marked Handles in the Eastern Mediterranean

The nature and function of  the marking of  pottery vessels, mostly after firing, in 
the Bronze Age eastern Mediterranean—primarily from the Levant and Cyprus—have 
been studied in the past by Nicolle Hirschfeld (e.g., Hirschfeld 1993; 1996; 2000; 
2002; 2007). In a study of  over 100 marked vessels from Ugarit and Ras Ibn Hani, in-
cluding painted marks (Hirschfeld 2000; the signs themselves were previously studied 
in Masson 1977; for Cyprus, see also Schaeffer 1932; Daniel 1941), most marked items 
were Aegean vessels, often marked under the base, while some were Canaanite jars 
(Hirschfeld 2000: 166). Marks under the base seem to preclude a redistributive related 
function of  the marks, because one must turn over the vessel for viewing. Many of  
these vessels come from tombs (usually one marked vessel per tomb); incised marks are 
more common on handles; some vessels have painted marks on bases (Hirschfeld 2000: 
176–7); and some carry both. The most common marks are “+,” “x,” and two hori-
zontal lines with one vertical line; only a few marks (all on Aegean vessels) correspond 
to known Cypro-Minoan signs (Hirschfeld 2000: 182). Hirschfeld suggests that the 
specific marking on the handles of  non-Aegean vessels could be a local marking system, 
maybe related to funerary rites in tombs, or could possibly be related to some Cypriot 
language and/or script; however, this is still difficult to prove (Hirschfeld 2000: 184), 
especially since the Canaanite jars do not bear signs corresponding to Cypro-Minoan 
signs. Therefore, these marks could fit different redistribution or exchange systems in 
the Aegean, Cyprus, and the Levant. Because post-firing incised marks are also com-
mon in Cyprus on nontransport vessels, it has been suggested that this system could 
have originated in Cyprus; however, it was used outside the island as well.

At Enkomi, at least 250 marked vessels were found (Hirschfeld 2002), some from 
tombs dated to Late Cypriot I–Late Cypriot IIC (until 1,200 b.c.e.), while a few 
date later. Of  these, 25 have more than one sign on them, apparently representing 
“inscriptions.” Nonfunerary marked vessels mostly come from secondary deposits. 
The marks show a great deal of  variety, with no more than 5 vessels having the same 
mark (Hirschfeld 2002: 93). Most signs from Philistia described above also appear 
in this repertoire. However, clear Cypro-Minoan marks appear only on Aegean and 
Cypriot vessels, and none on Canaanite jars. In addition, red-lustrous bottles have 
pre-firing marks on the bases, which are probably real “potter’s marks” (Hirschfeld 
2002: 95).

The site with the largest number of  incised storage jar handles to date outside 
the Levant is Hala Sultan Tekke on Cyprus. The assemblage of  247 marked vessels 
from this site was catalogued by Hirschfeld (http://hstpotmarks.pointinspace.com/fmi/
iwp). Around 80 of  the markings can be clearly linked with “Canaanite jar” handles, 
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while the rest were made on Mycenean or Cypriot vessels, on jugs, or on cooking 
pots. These markings include all common signs appearing on Canaanite jar handles in 
the Levant: the “x” sign (cat. no. hst125, Åström et al. 1977: fig. 121); the “+” sign 
(e.g., hst029, hst100, hst119, e.g., Åström 1983: fig. 193:right); horizontal lines (e.g., 
cat. nos. hst163, hst150, hst216); the “v” sign (cat. no. hst028, Åström et al. 1976: 
figs. 97–98); diagonal and horizontal lines (cat. nos. hst090, hst153, Åström 1998: 
fig. 141:right); and “psi-like” signs (cat. no. hst168, Åström 1998: fig. 235). Nearly 
all the signs appearing at Tel Miqne also appear at Hala Sultan Tekke; however, many 
other types, such as finger-impressed jar handles (e.g., Cat. no. hst139, e.g. Öbrink 
1979: fig. 110d; Hult 1971: fig. 113) also appear.

A preliminary survey of  examples from Kition, which probably date from the late 
13th to the 11th centuries b.c.e. (Karageorghis and Demas 1985: “under Floor III,” 
Floor III, Floor II and wells), indicates a variety of  signs that also appear in the south-
ern Levant. For example, the “x” sign (Karageorghis and Demas 1985: pls. 190:5338, 
210:5472), the “+” sign (Karageorghis and Demas 1985: pls. 214:5453; 229:932, 
5497), two horizontal lines crossed by a vertical line (Karageorghis and Demas 1985: 
pl. 238:2514), the “sun-dial” (Karageorghis and Demas 1985: pl. 238:2513), and a 
square (Karageorghis and Demas 1985: pl. 210:5069).

As in other Cypriot sites, several other signs appear, and there are several ex-
amples of  two to five consecutive or linked incised signs on the handle that probably 
ref lect “inscriptions” (e.g., Karageorghis and Demas 1985: pls. 214:913; 190:3249, 
5189; 192:3328A, 3328B; 201:2580, 5201; 229:4361). While some single signs may 
also ref lect parts of  similar “inscriptions,” several are clearly freestanding single signs 
(e.g., Karageorghis and Demas 1985: pls. 220:5548, 190:4307, 210:5069, 238:2513).

While these marks seem to be some sort of  administrative marking system, the 
connection between most of  the signs and the Cypro-Minoan script is still far from 
clear (Hirschfeld 2002). At first glance, this marking system seems to represent a simi-
lar picture to that appearing in Philistia. Moreover, practically all the signs appearing 
on the published handles from Ashkelon have been interpreted by Cross and Stager as 
representing Cypro-Minoan signs. Five or six of  the more complex signs come from 
Bronze Age levels, while only one or two are from Iron Age I levels. Nevertheless, 
simple signs such as the “+,” “x,” “v,” or horizontal/vertical/diagonal lines appear in 
various sites and periods in the southern Levant and elsewhere (see above). It therefore 
seems that the evidence from Ashkelon regarding the usage of  Cypro-Minoan signs 
by the Philistines ref lected in the marks incised on jar handles is still quite limited and 
indeterminate. A similar conclusion was made by N. Hirschfeld (2007) based on 12, 
mostly Late Bronze Age, marked handles found at Tel Mor.

Thus, the more complex signs, possibly relating to the Cypro-Minoan system, 
are more likely to represent marking practices used during the LB II period in Cy-
prus, and possibly in the southern Levant, as was suggested for a marked handle from 
13th-century b.c.e. Aphek (Yasur Landau and Goren 2004). Generally, however, the 
very similar repertoire of  signs appearing in Philistia, other Levantine sites, and Cyprus 
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on the same type of  vessels, such as the Canaanite commercial jar (or linked types), 
cannot be ignored and is unlikely to be coincidental. Moreover, larger assemblages of  
such incised handles were found in Philistia than in other regions in Israel, especially 
during Iron Age I. Therefore, the “Cypriot connection” of  this marking system in 
Iron Age Philistia can be suggested at least on circumstantial grounds.

The preliminary petrographic results from Ashkelon, Tel Miqne, and the single 
LB II example from Aphek show that the jars that were marked were produced in 
several places: Cyprus, the northern Levant, and the southern Levant. This variability 
makes the interpretation of  the marks themselves more difficult. While jars made in 
Cyprus that carry possible Cypro-Minoan signs were more likely marked in Cyprus, 
jars with similar marks but made in the Levant could have been marked either in the 
Levant or in Cyprus (reused there, as Yasur-Landau and Goren 2004 suggest for the 
example of  Aphek).

Interestingly, none of  the Iron Age I marked jars was made in Cyprus (accord-
ing to both the Ashkelon and Tel Miqne results); thus, these examples were probably 
marked in the Levant. It is very likely that the marking system represented by the vari-
ous incised marks on the handle, which may have had its roots in Late Bronze Age Cy-
prus, was quite well known and used in the Levant in the early Iron Age. Notably, in 
the same period, this system’s use on Cyprus seems to have been radically decreasing.

This recording system was clearly related to some small-scale administration or 
redistribution system in the region. Whether it was linked more strongly to Philis-
tine culture in the southern coastal plain and whether it was directly linked to some 
Cypro-Minoan script, possibly brought by the Philistines, is still to be determined. 
These assertions are difficult to prove due to the appearance of  the same marks in 
areas outside Philistia and due to the universal nature of  many of  them. Possibly, if  
the marked jars from northern Israel were to be analyzed by petrography, one would 
want to determine whether they were made locally or brought from another region. 
If  they were sourced to Philistia, this could strengthen the hypothesis considerably that 
characterizes this marking system as Philistine. The issue of  pot marks made before or 
after firing is indeed highly complicated and will require much more research into the 
marks themselves, the vessels carrying them, and the archaeological contexts in which 
they were found.
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